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Terms and Conditions 

 The application with GULFTIC CERTIFICATION LLC  is an acknowledgment that the product will continuously 

comply with applicable UAE/GSO/ISO/Internationally recognized standards and technical requirements 

of GULFTIC CERTIFICATION LLC . 

 The Applicant allows GULFTIC CERTIFICATION LLC Authorized personnel to conduct on-site/factory assessment 

and it gives GULFTIC CERTIFICATION LLC authorized personnel a full authority to verify the compliance of the 

product. 

 The applicant agrees to provide GULFTIC CERTIFICATION LLC with all information related to the product 

including its status in the market, product complaints. 

 Halal Certificate issued after reviewing /evaluating the contents of this application shall be valid for three year 

and shall be renewed at least one month before the end of validity. 

 This application is valid for six (6) months from the date that the application was made. The application shall 

expire if no assessment is conducted or if the requirements for product registration were not completed. 

 GULFTIC CERTIFICATION LLC reserves the right to subcontract any activities related to the evaluation of the 

product. Any objection from the applicant/manufacturer shall be communicated to GULFTIC CERTIFICATION 

LLC before submission of this application. 

 GULFTIC CERTIFICATION LLC will keep all information provided as confidential, and the certification activity will 

be conducted in an impartial and non-discriminatory manner. Any perceived risk to impartiality shall be 

communicated by GULFTIC CERTIFICATION LLC and the applicant. 

 Complaints, appeals, disputes or suggestions relevant to this application shall be reported to GULFTIC 

CERTIFICATION LLC in writing to follow the GULFTIC CERTIFICATION LLC internal procedure. 

 The applicant shall inform GULFTIC CERTIFICATION LLC of any changes made to the product and/or its 

components which may make the product differ in design/performance/type from the products declared in this 

application. 

 The applicant also agrees to inform GULFTIC CERTIFICATION LLC of any subcontracted/outsourced process in the 

production that will affect the conformity of the product. 

 The policies and procedures used as a framework for the conduct of GulfTIC activities and their management are 

non-discriminatory. The procedures implemented are not used to prevent or inhibit access by applicants. 

Furthermore, GulfTIC makes its services available to all applicants whose activities are included in the scope of 

its activities.  

 Access to the GulfTIC certification process is not conditional upon the size of the client or membership of any 

association or group, nor is the certification conditional upon the number of certifications already issued. There 

are no undue financial or other conditions.  

 GulfTIC confines its requirements, evaluation, review, decision and surveillance (if any) to those matters 

specifically related to the scope of certification. 

 GULFTIC CERTIFICATION LLC can decline to accept an application or maintain a contract for certification from a 

client when fundamental or demonstrated reasons exist, such as the client participating in illegal activities, 

having a history of repeated non-compliances with certification/product requirements, or similar client-related 

issues. 
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